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a strange message from an old friend leads dr. gordon freeman
into the depths of black mesa's research facility to investigate.
half-life 2 ended with the g-man taking dr. gordon freeman into

custody, but if laidlaw's fan fiction is to be believed, freeman
escapes the clutches of the combine and spends the rest of his
days running from black mesa security forces. the player is left

with a choice: the first choice involves traveling to a ruined facility
called black mesa, where the combine have been harvesting the

essence of dead scientists and turning them into powered
soldiers. the second choice involves traveling to the citadel, where
combine forces are trying to turn the turrets on.. if you're looking
for a more official word on the state of the franchise's future, you

can always dig up the official valve pages that mention the
subject. they don't give a definitive "yes, we're making half-life 3"
answer, but do lay out a lengthy half-baked plan for it, so you can
decide whether you want to fund it or not. it's the year 3167, and

the world is finally at peace. robots and ai have taken over the
world, and people live in walled-off, community-run safe zones.
the brave heroes of the original half-life adventure series must
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come out of hiding and fight a battle that will change everything.
and it's up to you to be one of them. valve is in the process of
updating the half-life 2: episode one, two, three, four, and five

games to work on modern platforms. they're now available as an
upgrade bundle for $9.99 on steam. over on gol, they're available

individually for $3.99, $2.49, and $2.99.
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